A congruen ti al method for findin g th e exac t so lu tion of a syste m of linear eq uations with integral coeffic ients is described, and comple te details of the program are give n. Typical nume ri cal results o btain e d with an exis ting program are give n as well.
Introduction
The proble m of the solution of a give n se t of lin ear equations Ax = b on a high-speed digital co mputer has been studied inte ns ivel y, and th ere are a large numb er of me thod s, more or less sati sfactory , for carryi ng out such a solution. Nevertheless occasions arise when existing me thods are inadeq uate, eithe r because the solutions are required exactly, or because the coe fficie nt matrix A is "ill-conditioned." A notorious exam ple of th e latte r is furnished by th e Hilbert matrices A = H" given by
Here eve n for mode rate valu es of n (say 7 or 8) th e ~011l !i0n b~l ?~)' ~£ !!-:~ ~~~Cil HI Cl~IUU~ uecomes awk~ ward, if not impo ssible. For these reasons, as well as many others, the method of solution described in this note is of interest. It is not at all sensitive to the condition of A, since it determines the exact solution (and not an approximate one) by number-theoretical methods. Thus the usual ills caused by round-off, truncation, etc., do not exist. It can fail, of course, but not for any of the reasons whic h cause the usual me thods to fail. Its principal disadvantages are that it is limited to systems with integral elements, and that it is somewhat time-consuming. It is not particularly s uited to hand computation, and definitely finds its role in high-speed digital co mputation.
A related discussion and elaboration are given by I. Borosh and A. S. Fraenkel in their article. l
. Description of the Method
Let A be a nonsin gular integral n X n matrix , b an integral n X 1 vector. Put
and denote the adjoint of A by Aadj , so that Aadj is also a non sin gular integral n X n matrix, sati sfyin g The method is based on the following simple observation: Suppose that m is an integer such that (Idl, M(y) 
(We shall show how this can be done without having computed d previously.)
and Idl < tm, M( y ) < tm.
The practical utility of this method rests primarily on the fact that the bulk of the computations are performed modulo the "single-length" numbers mi, 1 ~ i ~ s. The final reconstruction according to the Chinese remainder theorem is done accumulatively throughout-the computation and is the only time when multi-length operations are required. In practice the moduli mi are chosen as prime powers, for then the solution of the congruential system becomes partic ularly simple.
The ideal program would first determine a permissible value for m. This can be done by Hadamard's inequality, for example, which states that the absolute value of a determinant does not exceed the product of the euclidean lengths of its row vectors. This implies that
which are at once derivable from Hadamard's inequality and from the specific form of the elements of Aadi as cofactors of the elements of A_ Thus it is certainly sufficient to choose
The simplest way to do this effectively would be to generate a sequence of different primes PI, P2, . .. , Ps In practice, the procedure outlined above is unnecessarily conservative and time consuming. A good practical alternative is to operate instead with a predetermined set of moduli mi, knowing full well that in certain instances the process will fail. Failure principally occurs if (mi, d) > 1 for some i. By c hoosing the mi as large primes, the probability of such an occ urrence can be made so small that this is not an important practical consideration.
The Detai led Progra m
Suppose that the machine for which the program is being written is capable of multiplying or adding together any pair of whole numbers < K in absolute value. We choose as moduli the s largest primes If K = 10 10 then s = 10 should suffice fo r most pur· poses. The program (in broad outline) is as follows:
(1) Read in n, A, b. The basic computation of course takes place in (5), and we describe this in some detail. Suppose then that p is a prime, and we are interestp.rl ~"-ovlvilll!,
Let B= (bij) be the nX (n+l) matrix (A, b) . The procedure is as follows:
(5.1) Set k= 1. (5.2) Set 5= 1 (cell in which dp is calculated). (5.7) Replace 5 by bkkS , and bkt by b~kbkt, k ~ t ~ n + 1 , all computations being performed modulo p.
Continue to denote the resulting matrix by B.
all computations being performed modulo p; a nd continue to denote the resulting matrix by B.
(5.9) If k < n, replace k by k + 1 and go to (5.3); otherwise go on.
(5.10) dp=S .
1 ~ i ~ n. It will be seen that the time required to accomplish step (5) is approximately equivalent to that required to solve a single linear system by the elimination method. Thus the total time is roughly that required to solve s such systems, and so is quite moderate.
We note o ne or two other points: In the accumulation described by (6), we reduce mid",. and m~ym. The reduction required by s tep (8) is then relatively easy to accomplish.
It is certainly possible to provide for the contingency that (d, mj) > 1 for some i by a more elaborate program. If this occurs, the faulty mj must be discarded and a new one substituted. The necessary constan ts would then have to be recomputed and the problem started anew.
An Existing Program and Numerical Results
A pilot version of this program was written for the Q32 computer at the System Development Corpora- 
119-122. Compute and print floated results (x).
A number of test problems were run with uniform stand for the 10-length integer success, amon~ which were the Hilbert matrices of all orders up to and including n = 13 (a limit imposed by Ao + 10 7 A 1 + ... + 10 63 A g • considerations of time). Define t,,=L.C.M. (1,2,3, . .. ,2n-l).
Then t"H" has integral elements. We chose b as the first unit vector, so that the output was the first column 1 of (t"Hn) -l=-H n l . Since Hn 1 is known exactly,2 we tn were able to verify the results. In the numerical results 
